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Preface 
 
Influence is everywhere, and the plays that people and organizations run to wield and work it are its 
currency. Like the mobile signals that saturate our wireless world, they engulf us. Whether as consumers of 
marketed products and services or as marketers of the products and services we consume, influence 
strategies are the common constant of every setting and society where communications, social media, 
marketing, sales, politics and information warfare operate.1 They are a chemist’s elements, a biologist’s 
species, a musician’s notes and an artist’s colors. 

As friends, foes or fence-sitters, human interaction means that – willfully or not – we are all students and 
practitioners of this certain discipline. Every organization and every person uses influence strategies to 
maintain or improve their positions in busy markets of commerce, social media, politics and personal 
interaction. We use them for competitive advantage and mutual benefit, both. Some of us do it well, some 
are befuddled by the moves and motives. Some do it directly, some use surrogates. Some run one play at a 
time, some run many at once. Almost all of us do so by human instinct, but the more careful practitioners 
do so with the support of stated objectives, policies and augmenting research. As this white paper explains, 
influence is supported by a set of developing strategies (aka, influence plays) that are defined, described 
and classified and that can be measured, managed and manipulated for both mutual and individual gain. 
 
When Martin Luther King Jr. roared, “I Have a Dream,” he was running a play, not as in sports but as in 
persuasion.2 It was a strategy that in our system is called Declare, the sibling of another stratagem of 
influence called Project, which King used to recall the great emancipator, Abraham Lincoln. When Donald 

                                                
1 Adapted and updated from Playmaker Systems, LLC, “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence — The Playmaker System 2.0,” 
white paper, Playmaker Systems, LLC, 2006, http://www.Playmakersystems.com/wp-
content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf 
2 Playmaker Systems, LLC, “Influence Strategy Map & Signature: I Have a Dream. The Influence Strategies of Martin Luther 
King,” Playmaker Systems, LLC, 2013, http://www.playmakersystems.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/08/MLK_Have_a_Dream_Plays_50th_Anniv-v22.pdf 
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Trump infamously quipped that mainstream media are fake news, his play was part Label, part Preempt, a 
combination strategy that demonizes the Fourth Estate and neuters its expected attacks on his presidency.3  
 
Influence strategies are the instructions that take us 
from what we want to create to what we do to get 
it. Every advertisement is comprised and explained 
by influence strategies. So is every sales pitch, 
political ploy, marketing blitz, social media salvo, 
activist attack, information op and legal brief. So is 
every terrorist’s broadcast recording, every 
utterance on a state-run news channel and, 
certainly, every tweet and post. Every effort whose 
core motivation is to prod, position or persuade or 
simply communicate, whether as a collaboration or 
competition, is based on and executed through 
influence strategy.  
 
This white paper explains how they have been 
captured for practical use, how they have evolved, 
what they are today and tomorrow, and what they can do to you and for you. 
 
You run plays. Plays are run on you. 
 

                                                
3 Alan Kelly, “Influence Strategy: The Plays That Delivered the Donald,” Plays for the Presidency (blog), Playmaker Systems, LLC, 
Nov. 9, 2016, http://www.playmakersystems.com/playsforthepresidency/influence-strategy-the-plays-that-delivered-the-
donald/ 
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Executive Summary 
 
This white paper describes the structure and underlying methods by which the third-generation of The 
Playmaker Influence System, also called System 3, has been accomplished. Its genesis is detailed in the 2006 
landmark book, The Elements of 
Influence, and its second iteration, 
introduced in 2012, is chronicled in a 
companion white paper, The Playmaker 
System 2.0, An Evolution in Influence: A 
Decision System for Strategists and 
Influence Professionals.4 
 
TAXONOMY SHIFTS  The Taxonomy of 
Influence Plays, which now shrinks from 
24 to 23 discrete plays, underwent a 
variety of modifications that improve its 
simplicity and precision while retaining its 
exhaustive makeup. 
 
Classes and Subclasses Evolved  The taxonomy’s classes and subclasses were modified and, in the case of 
the subclasses, reduced by one. In the classes, the Condition-Control-Confront trio succeeds Assess-
Condition-Engage while in the subclasses Probe-Frame-Divert-Freeze-Press-Provoke replace Test-Divert-
Frame-Freeze-Press-Preempt-Provoke. (see p. 14 and 15 for details). 
 
One Play Added  A new play, Reject, assigned to the Divert family of plays, describes shunning, snubbing 
and other forms of repudiation (see p. 16 for details). 
 
One Play Divided  Fiat, a pushing and pressing play in Systems 1 and 2, respectively, has been divided into 
(1) Declare, which retains the Fiat’s iconography and strategies that express beliefs and intentions, and (2) 
Describe, which animates statements of fact and information (see p. 17 for details). 
 
One Play Distilled  Concede assumes the strategies of contrition as originally embodied by the freezing 
play, Disco (see p. 17 for details). 

                                                
4 Playmaker Systems, LLC, “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence — The Playmaker System 2.0,” white paper, Playmaker 
Systems, LLC, 2006, http://www.Playmakersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf 
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Six Plays Renamed  To reduce the system’s use of colloquial or faddish terms, six plays have been renamed: 
Trial Balloon to Test, Screen to Project, Red Herring to Decoy, Mirror to Reflect, Lantern to Disclose, and 
Trump to Preempt (see p. 30 for details). 
 
Four Plays Removed and Transferred  With the introduction of more precise criteria, Bear Hug, Crazy 
Ivan, Disco and Draft were removed from the taxonomy and transferred to an evolving superclass as 
described next (see p. 25 for details). 
 
SUPERCLASS ENVISIONED  A superclass of compound strategies has emerged that may help identify and 
eventually organize myriad other strategies observed in industry and society. Complementary to the 
Taxonomy of Influence Plays, this framework can theoretically yield up to 253 compound plays, each 
comprised by pairs of discrete strategies from the taxonomy. Examples include (1) the dismissed Bear Hug, 
Crazy Ivan, Disco and Draft, (2) rejected candidates of earlier system reviews, (3) play type pairs as originally 
described in The Elements of Influence, and (4) the many arguments as revealed in logic, including logical 
fallacies (see p. 46  for details).5 Subsequent updates to The Playmaker Influence System are may further 
develop and define this new structure. 
  

                                                
5 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, p. 271-272. 
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Playmaker Primer 
 
Numerous minds and methods have explored and analyzed the intersection of influence and strategy. This 
includes the musings of the Greeks who brought structure and sense to argumentation. Ancient China, the 
cradle of strategy, suffused art and strategy into entire kingdoms. Clausewitz spelled out for field generals 
what we now call kinetics and business scholars have discerned the bookend of non-market strategies.6-7-8-9 
Nods should also be given to the formative frameworks of Marwell and Schmick and the systems that 
sprouted around them like the learning model, Bloom’s Rose.10, 11 The step children of rhetoric, logical 
fallacies, must be acknowledged for their demagoguery. Last, but not least is propaganda, the dormant virus 
that has awakened again to fuel fake news.  
 
From Sun Tzu to Michael Porter, we are enriched by principles, rules and lists that describe strategy. But 
missing from this field of study are stable, descriptive and exhaustive frameworks by which to manage and 
measure it, particularly the non-kinetic – that wing of strategy that 
serves to move minds instead of mountains. Until The Playmaker 
Influence System (previously called The Playmaker Influence Decision 
System), there existed only the outlines of classified non-kinetics – 
what we call influence strategies. Influencers operated like chemists 
without a periodic table, like biologists without a phylogenetic tree 
or, more simply, like musicians without a notation system. They’ve 
played it by ear.  
 
To bring full meaning and maturity to the strategy that inhabits 
influence requires a rigorous inspection and organization of the work 
in communications, defense, intelligence, marketing, media, military, 
politics and sales, among other forms and functions of persuasion. It requires both the development of a 
system and the discovery of its simplest building blocks. And it requires a basic determination to sharpen 
the stubbornly blurred lines of social science.  
 

                                                
6 Kaihan Krippendorff, 36 Strategies to Seize the Competitive Edge (New York: TEXERE Thompson, 2003). 
7 European Rhetoric, “Ethos, Pathos & Logos – Modes of Persuasion (Aristotle),” http://www.european-rhetoric.com/ethos-
pathos-logos-modes-persuasion-aristotle/ 
8 Tiha von Ghyczy, Bolko von Oetinger, and Christopher Bassford, Clausewitz on Strategy: Inspiration and Insight From a Master 
Strategist, The Strategy Institute of the Boston Consulting Group, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 2001. 
9 David Bach and David Bruce Allen, “What Every CEO Needs to Know About Nonmarket Strategy,” MITSloan Management 
Review, April 2010. 
10 Gerald Marwell and David Schmitt, “Dimensions of Compliance-Gaining Behavior: An Empirical Analysis,” Sociometry, 1966, 
pp. 350-364. 
11 CELT Website, “Bloom’s Taxonomy,” University of Kentucky, Center for the Enhancement of Learning and Teaching, 
https://www.uky.edu/celt/instructional-resources/scholarly-teaching/blooms 
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Through the power of brands, the necessity of stable reputations and the accrual of trust, Influence and 
strategy are front-line drivers of markets. Accordingly, we require a system and a standard by which to 
manage them. We are overdue for a system that is tuned for the stewards of these intangible assets.12  
 

 
 
One answer is The Playmaker Influence System. It is supported by a table called the Taxonomy of Influence 
Plays (see above), earlier called The Standard Table of Influence. And it is comprised by the most fully 
described set of irreducibly unique units of influence, 23 influence strategies, influence plays or simply plays. 
For details of the plays behind the table above, see p. 53. 
 
First introduced in 2006 as The Playmaker’s Standard, the system provides a unique articulation of strategy 
as a model of rhetorical moves and heretofore opaque motives. It reveals base units of influence that, like 
atoms, species, musical notes and colors, can be thought of as the irreducibly unique stratagems of 
persuaders. As such, it offers five principle benefits for those who labor at or are drawn into the games and 
gamesmanship of influence: 
 

                                                
12 Alan Kelly, “We Need a Language for Spin, Believe Me,” Playmaker’s Blog, Playmaker Systems, LLC, July 28, 2016, 
http://www.playmakersystems.com/playmakers-blog/we-need-a-language-for-spin-believe-me/ 
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1. Improved ability to predict the ploys and plans of influencers 
2. Common language to share in the discussions and practice of influence campaigns 
3. Shorter time frame within which to identify and understand the plays of rivals and allies alike 
4. Better command and control in the processes and practices of influence and strategy 
5. Acceleration of a player’s time to act 

 
System 3 is a patented, three-part decision system that reveals with unprecedented clarity the precise 
strategies – both overt and covert – that influence professionals employ to defend and direct their 
markets.13 As a published resource, it also levels the playing field for consumers, voters and other who 
struggle to decode and counter their effects and the associations and academics who endeavor to advance 
its understanding and ethical applications.  
 
At each stage of its development, the simplicity and accuracy of the Playmaker taxonomy has improved, 
shrinking from eight subclasses and 25 plays in System 1 to six subclasses and 23 plays in System 3. This has 
been accomplished principally through honed criteria, more than 30 iterations of the evolving taxonomy, 
and a five-year catalog of inputs from field observation, market and classroom experience, literature review, 
prototyping and testing.14 This includes research engagements with Fortune 100 companies in the 
technology, energy and pharmaceutical industries,15 instruction of the system at the Graduate School of 
Political Management at The George Washington University16 and weekly analyses of the 2012 and 2016 U.S. 
presidential campaigns on the nonpartisan SiriusXM radio POTUS channel.17 
 

Influence Strategies 

 
The centerpiece of The Playmaker Influence System – the Taxonomy of Influence Plays – is a classification 
of what time and experience suggest is an exhaustive set of 23 irreducible building blocks of influence 
strategy (aka, plays). These are divided into 3 classes and 6 subclasses on the continuums of engagement 
(horizontal axis) and transparency (vertical axis). Adding to this the many options, tips and best practices of 
the Playmaker Standard Guidance resource, the result is an ontology not unlike the basic frameworks of 

                                                
13 United States Patent Office, “Decision Making and Planning System, Method, and Software Utilizing a Taxonomic Table of 
Irreducible Strategies or Plays,” U.S. Patent No. 8,245,157, Alan Kelly, Aug. 14, 2012, http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-
Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=8245157.PN.
&OS=PN/8245157&RS=PN/8245157 
14 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, p. 299. 
15 Engagements during the period of 2012 to 2017 included Abbott, AbbVie, Bayer MaterialScience (now Covestro), GSK, 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Intel, Pandora, Royal Dutch Shell and VMware. 
16 Alan Kelly, “Course Syllabus: Political Strategy and Simulation: Applying a Breakthrough Decision System to Strategy and 
Politics,” 2012-2013. Graduate School of Political Management, The George Washington University. 
17 Plays for the Presidency Blog and Podcasts, 2008-2016. Playmaker Systems, LLC, http://www.Playmakersystems.com/case-
studies/playsforthepresidency/ 
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chemistry, biology, music and design.18 It provides for persuaders and persuadees alike a reliable, exhaustive 
and authoritative method for identifying and mastering strategies of influence. For details of the plays 
behind the table above, see p. 53.  
 

 
 
Taken together, these plays define a universe of moves and motives in business, politics and pop culture. 
Elon Musk uses testing plays to warm a market’s waters for his moon-shot-sized ideas. Environmentalists 

                                                
18 Ontology Research Group, “Various Meanings of the Term Ontology,” University of Buffalo, 
http://org.buffalo.edu/OntologyDefs1.html 
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use a strategy of invocation to save a warming planet. Vladimir Putin crosses the wires of his rivals, all by 
way of jamming. And Sasha Velour thrives on the peacock play to land and brand her place in drag culture.19 

 

Cycles of Influence 

 
While influence strategies define the transactional 
moves of a market, a peer system to the 
Playmaker taxonomy illustrates the process by 
which those plays are devised, run, countered and 
complemented in real time. The basic cycle (see 
the infographic on p. 54) illustrates the 
fundamental process by which a blue focal 
player’s moves are sent to, received by and 
processed by a rival red competitor. The four 
steps – Evaluate-Plan-Simulate-Execute – are a 
circular and circulating application of traditional 
linear planning models.  
 
A tricyclic or full cycle (see right or the 
infographic on p. 54) illustrates the added 
dimensions that surround a blue focal player – not 
only red competitors and other adversarial 
interests, but green collaborators, partners and 
allies, and grey customers, constituents and 
others.  
 
In classroom and boardroom simulations, this 
model has yielded rich and authentic experiences 
by which students and clients have been 
confronted with both predictable and 
uncomfortable results. There are no material 
modifications to these cycles in System 3. 
 
 

                                                
19 See the cover design for reference and cover key in the appendix to these and other plays in business, politics and pop 
culture. 
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Factors of Influence 

 
The third leg of the Playmaker Systems stool is a 
reference of variables and conditions over which 
playmakers have varying degrees of control. Unlike 
the Playmaker taxonomy, these lists are not 
exhaustive, only representative of the myriad nobs 
that when turned determine the context for 
running and interpreting influence strategies. 
 
Consider the advertising agency whose carmaker 
campaign relies not only on the plays it runs in its 
ads but the variables in its media plan. Its spots 
have to run over a certain timeframe (duration), 
with some level of repetition (frequency), and 
across some set of buyer segments (breadth). 
These are variables the agency can adjust to ensure 
its success. 
 
But influencers don’t control everything. Far from 
it. Think, for example, of the military information 
operations officer who catalogs and counters the 
plays of terrorist propaganda. He has rules to 
follow (policies), intangibles to weigh (culture), and 
x-factors to consider (deception). These are 
conditions the analyst can't adjust but must 
understand to win. 
 
For details on how these factors have been modified in System 3 see p. 21 
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Updates and Modifications 
 

Classes Modified and Renamed 

 
From its inception, the Playmaker model has characterized influence strategy as a three-mode construct. 
Called classes, these have been represented in Systems 1 and 2 as Assess-Condition-Engage, sometimes 
called ACE. In System 3, the classes have been modified to Condition-Control-Confront. Below is a 
description and rationale for this shift in the taxonomy’s most basic stratum.  

 
 
CONDITION  As described in the section, Straight Talk: Solving the Information-Proclamation Puzzle, p. 32, 
the need to incorporate symmetric strategies of education and information-only communication 
influenced a realignment of the low-engagement plays and the recognition of two subclasses to define 
them: Probe and Frame. As such, the long-standing term Condition was moved laterally and left to absorb 
Assess. This had the added benefit of repairing a long-standing flaw in the ontology of the Playmaker 
taxonomy insofar as the Assess class of System 2 had only a single sibling, Test (formerly Trial Balloon).20 
 

                                                
20 According to Dr. Barry Smith of the University of Buffalo, it is a sign of an ontology’s strength, though not a requirement, 
when more than one sibling element of a lower-order strata sit beneath a single high-order parent. 
http://www.buffalo.edu/cas/philosophy/faculty/faculty_directory/smith-b.html 
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CONTROL  With Condition now established as the low-engagement anchor, this left open the opportunity 
to name the mid-spectrum class of strategies. Since Divert and Freeze had come to occupy the taxonomy’s 
midsection (see this below for details), it was only a question of choosing a term that best summarized 
their combined qualities. Accordingly, Control was installed, which also addressed a neglected concept in 
Systems 1 and 2 – the necessary and active management (i.e., Control) of perceptions, players and the 
positions they take. 
 
CONFRONT  In System 2, the class called Engage is an accurate descriptor of what is often dubbed right-
sided play action. Yet it is also the term that describes the x-axis spectrum along which classes, subclasses 
and their constituent plays in the taxonomy operate (e.g., from low-engagement Pings to high-engagement 
Call Outs). To eliminate this redundancy and to more powerfully describe high-engagement influence plays, 
Confront was selected as the new parent name for the Press and Provoke subclasses. 
 

Subclasses Reduced, Reordered and Renamed 

 
Dropping down from the classes of the taxonomy, the next level is represented by six subclasses: Probe-
Frame-Divert-Freeze-Press-Provoke. These are the columnar families of plays that house the 23 discrete 
stratagems. There are three principle differences between the subclasses of System 3 and its predecessor 
System 2: 
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REDUCED  The number of subclasses was reduced to six from seven. With the transfer of the Crazy Ivan to 
superclass status (see p. Error! Bookmark not defined.), only the play called Trump was left to support the 
Preempt subclass. And while it is not forbidden in taxonomic practice to pair single offspring with single 
parents, the fact that only the Trump stratagem could be called a Preemptive play suggested that 
preemption is a more specific than overarching concept. For these reasons, Preempt was eliminated as a 
subclass descriptor. As detailed in the section, Meaning Before Marketing: Why Six Plays Were Renamed, p. 
30, the widowed Trump was assigned to the Pressing subclass and renamed Preempt.21 
 
REORDERED  Two subclasses traded positions. The framing family of strategies follow Condition to its 
newly-assigned role in the table’s low-engagement wing. The Divert subclass of System 2 – whose Deflect 
and Red Herring (now Decoy) plays are joined with the former framing play, Recast, and the newly-minted, 
Reject – encompasses not only strategies of diversion but also of defense. As such, these characteristics 
merit an assignment in the taxonomy’s Control midsection. 
 
RENAMED  The Test subclass was renamed Probe to allow for its use as a non-colloquial replacement for 
the Trial Balloon play. As well, the term was determined to more accurately convey the collective 
capabilities of the Test, Ping and Pause family and to support the meanings and motives of their assigned 
parent, the Condition class. 
 

One Strategy Play Added 

 
A play called Reject was introduced into the System 3 taxonomy. Defined as 
Repudiate to separate – the disavowal of or distancing from a player, issue, 
idea, event or brand, it is joined with the Recast, Deflect and Decoy of the 
Divert family. Highly transparent, the Reject incorporates neglected 
strategies such as shunning, snubbing and other terms of repudiation (see 
the section, Separation Anxiety: Solving the Plays of Proximity and 
Association, p. 34, for additional details). 

 
 

                                                
21 Playmaker architects were chagrined that Preempt was the play’s original name in System 1. 
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One Strategy Play Divided 

 
The sans-spin strategy, Fiat, is often puzzling for its use of an obscure term of declaration and, as it 
happens, the name of an Italian car company. As conventionally defined, small-f fiats are also edicts and 
directives, which is a stretch when using a strategy of straight-faced communication. With that in mind, the 
clunky Fiat was removed from the nomenclature of the Playmaker System, merged graphically into a newly-
created play, Declare, and adopted substantively as the body of the play now called Describe. 
 

 
 
As detailed in the section, Error! Reference source not found., p. Error! Bookmark not defined., Describe 
embodies concepts of instruction and education and fills what some practitioners of information-centric 
communication contend is a void in the Playmaker theory. Declare, which retains the Fiat’s iconography, 
houses those aspects of the retired play that help a player express or force an opinion. 

 

One Strategy Play Distilled 

 
In place of Disco, a strategy called Concede now appears in the family of 
freezing strategies. Defined as Come clean to recover – the 
acknowledgement of a flaw, mistake or controversy, it comprises those 
elements of the Disco that represent strategies of apology and contrition. 
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Four Strategy Plays Transferred 

 
As detailed in the section, New Criteria Reveals a Strategy Superclass, p. 23, the Bear Hug, Crazy Ivan, Disco 
and Draft failed to meet the tightened criteria for influence plays. While their exits from the taxonomy left 
large holes in the System 2 table, the result was a more accurate accounting of the atomic strategies of 
influence. Perhaps more important, their orphanage brought into focus the outlines of a larger and more 
sophisticated framework of so-called compound plays to which these four strategies could belong. 

Icons, Symbols and Definitions Updated 

 
As shown, below, each stratagem of the Playmaker taxonomy is described by an icon, name, tag line (aka, 
slug), two-letter symbol, definition, membership of as many as five play clusters, and assessments of the 
play’s relative risks, rewards and rated transparency. Many of these elements have been updated to reflect a 
play’s evolving uses and character and to conform to shifts in the taxonomy itself. 
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Risk-Reward and Transparency Ratings Updated 

 
When smartly-employed, influence strategy can bring substantial rewards to smart players. Think of the 
Peacocks of Sir Richard Branson, the Challenge play behind John Kennedy’s call for a manned mission to 
the moon, or Martin Luther King’s deft use of the Project strategy in his historic dream speech. Each player 
called and ran precisely the right play to move their respective markets. But there are risks, sometimes 
substantial, that are worth noting. To provoke another player, with a Bait for example, is to invite conflict of 
unknown proportions. Think of the cocky athlete who guarantees a win. Even to hint, by way of a subtle 
Ping, can be adventurous if a target is tired of the Pass and prone to the Call Out. Sexist gibes, for example, 
once regarded as de rigueur Pings are now taken as out-of-bounds Call Outs and the grist of law suits. 
 
To calibrate the strategist, Playmaker analysts have updated and assigned risk-reward ratings to each play 
and surrogate of System 3. The table below provides those ratings with updates shown in red. 

 
To help playmakers understand the perceptibility of their plays, each strategy of the Playmaker taxonomy 
has been rated for the transparency it generally exhibits in a market (see the table below). 
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For operators with covert intent this especially matters. Take the Decoy (formerly Red Herring) as an 
example. As a member of the diverting family of plays, this strategy earns a relatively low transparency 
rating of 2 on a scale of 1 to 5 and fits well into the playbook of subtle and even subversive actors. By 
contrast, the Call Out merits a 5 – a rating that reflects this play’s tendency to draw attention to both player 
and play.22  

 

Play Clusters Updated 

 
Five specialty icons have been incorporated into System 3 to provide orthogonal views of plays and their 
groupings. Details of these groups, called clusters, and the plays that are assigned to them are shown 
below.23 
 

 

                                                
22 For simplicity, the 1 to 9 scale of System 2 was compressed to 1 to 5 in System 3. In only three cases (Recast, Decoy and 
Challenge) did a play’s rating change. 
23 Play clusters were originally proposed in as alternative arrangements and abstractions of strategy groups. These included 
Contras, Decoys, Linkers and Taunters. See Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing 
Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, p. 268-270. 
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Factors of Influence Updated 

 
As detailed in the Playmaker Primer (see p. 13), Factors of Influence is the third of three subsystems that 
comprise The Playmaker Influence System. From System 2 to System 3 it has undergone only minor 
changes (see below). Duration and Proximity were added to the Variables to Adjust category while 
Repetition has been eliminated due to its overlap with Frequency. Intent, Power and Self Interest were 
added to Intangibles, a list among Conditions to Consider. Finally, the Stakeholders to Manage reference 
has been eliminated in deference to the well-developed specialization of target marketing.24 
 

 

 
 
 
 

                                                
24 Wikibooks, “Marketing/Targeting Segmentation: Marketing Books Section,” 
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Marketing/Targeting_%26_Segmentation 
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Graphics Updated 

 
From icons to decision systems, the Playmaker System graphics have aimed to (1) spur interest in the 
Playmaker model, (2) foster understanding of the principles behind it, and (3) improve the system’s ease of 
use. To that end, System 3 features the following changes in its design schema: 
 
SIMPLICITY  A majority of the qualifying 23 play icon were adjusted for scale, dimension and color. 
Extraneous design elements were removed (e.g., reducing the three observing grey players in the Peacock 
design of System 2 from three to two) to ensure that every icon conveys its meaning correctly and quickly. 
 
DIFFERENTIATION  The subclasses (Probe-Frame-Divert-Freeze-Press-Provoke) were given more 
prominence to elevate the stratum. Experience suggests that the three classes (Condition-Control-
Confront) are often too broad to offer insight and, conversely, that the individual plays can be too 
numerous to sum up an observation. Subclasses give both teachers and users of the Playmaker System a 
shortcut to accurately illustrate the patterns and plans of a market and its players. 
 
USEABILITY  The play symbols (e.g., CC for Concede or PG for Ping) were removed from the icons due to 
lack of interest by students and client-users. They remain in other media, such as in online flash cards, 
glossaries and infographics to preserve and encourage the practice of diagramming play sequences (e.g., 
CC -> PG).25 
 
SYMMETRY  While a premium has been placed on a disciplined classification of the Standard Taxonomy, 
the desire for structural symmetry also factored into the naming and organization of the classes, subclasses 
and their constituent strategies. Symmetry conveys completeness and as such engenders confidence in its 
relevance and perceived accuracy. By degrees, this was achieved in the transition to System 2 and upheld in 
System 3. System 1, by comparison, presented as an accidental thumbnail of the continental United States, 
an asymmetric jumble of stacked and multi-colored plays. The careful observer will note that even with 
System 3, there are visual discontinuities that bend the rules of serious ontologists. The Pass, for example, is 
a widow with no parent or siblings. And the surrogates serve an explicitly different function in the table that 
they graphically balance.  

                                                
25 Example: Player A apologizes for a misdeed by employing the Concede play, followed by a Ping. “I’m sorry for what I’ve done. 
I’d like to see my competitor do the same.” The sequence can be written as A: CC -> PG. This might elicit the reaction from an 
implicated rival, Player B, “Speak for yourself. I didn’t break the law, you did,” a sequence best described as a combination of 
the Declare and Recast plays. Taken together, this exchange can be stated as A: CC -> PG à B: DC + RC. 
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New Criteria Reveals a Strategy Superclass 
 

Taxonomy Takes Shape 

 
Throughout the development of System 1 there were no explicit criteria by which to qualify the plays of an 
initial taxonomy, only metaphors to mimic. Dmitri Mendeleev’s conception of a periodic table of chemical 
elements and Charles Darwin’s observations on biological irreducibility were the principle inspirations for 
an exhaustive and reliable set of influence strategies.26, 27 
 
Even so, from 2006 to 2012, 
gaps and overlaps emerged that 
merited a review and 
modifications to the system. To 
safeguard against arbitrary 
additions to and removals of 
plays from the taxonomy, a 
three-point criteria was 
developed and implemented. 
This is documented in the 
System 2 white paper.28 
 
But just as the new iteration solved the short-comings of System 1, various incongruities emerged, 
particularly in the form of four plays in System 2: Bear Hug, Crazy Ivan, Disco and Draft. There is no 
doubting the strategic character of these strategies. Bear Hugs, for example, are counter-intuitive plays that 
adopt a rival’s position and briefly disarm it. But what was doubted is their embodiment of a single principle 
of influence. In fact, for System 3, they were determined to be compound plays, a concept originally 
described in The Elements of Influence.29 See p. 24 for details of how these plays were evaluated and 
ultimately rejected from the System 3 taxonomy. 
 

                                                
26 Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent, “Biography: Dmitri Mendeleev, Russian Scientist,” Encyclopaedia Britannica. 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Dmitri-Mendeleev 
27 Charles Darwin, “The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection,” Talk Origins Archive, 
http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/origin.html 
28 Playmaker Systems, LLC, “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence — The Playmaker System 2.0,” white paper, Playmaker 
Systems, LLC, 2006, http://www.Playmakersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf 
29 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, pp. 26-27. 
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If any play snuck by in the second revision, the fault could be placed on a bias in their evaluation, the 
standards by which they were judged, or a lack of field testing. While the criteria were tightened in System 2 
(below, left), the following steps were taken to further improve the precision of the System 3 tests (below, 
right): 
 

a. Tests for irreducibility and uniqueness, originally expressed in the System 2 play criteria (below, 
left), were combined due to perceived overlaps and to increase a pointed and unmistakable 
requirement for a qualified play to possess a single strategic function, never more than one. 

b. The test in System 2 for a fixed characteristic was seen as vague and accordingly removed. 
c. It was replaced in System 3 with the requirement for an underlying method or motive (i.e., 

strategic). This was done to ensure that candidate strategies were in fact based on notions of plans 
and planning – not goals or objectives, which strategies support, and not tactics or execution, 
which strategies inform. 

 

 
  
Despite the benefits of tougher tests, there was initial concern that more explicit criteria could shift the 
foundation of the Playmaker general theory if not substantially alter or diminish the form and function of 
the core taxonomy. Too many tests and there won’t be any plays left in the table, was the worry. But the 
new criteria preserved a critical commitment of the Playmaker System – that its certain elements of 
influence are, as in chemistry, biology, music and color, fully reduced. As it turns out, 23 plays met the new 
criteria and now constitute a system – a framework that more accurately describes the intersection of 
influence and strategy and the discipline that combines them. 
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Incumbents Take Leave 

 
Despite the certification of 23 influence strategies in the System 3 taxonomy, four stalwarts of Systems 1 
and 2 — and by many accounts darlings of clients, students and radio listeners — were removed. Below are 
the details and rationale for their exits.  
 
BEAR HUG The Bear Hug violated test 1 (unique) 
because it could be described by two or more plays, in 
this case, Crowd and Preempt. The play resembles a 
Crowd because it seeks, counter-intuitively, to inhabit 
the space or position of another player. And it also has 
foreclosing (i.e., preemptive) qualities because it 
deliberately embraces the point or platform of 
another player.  
 
CRAZY IVAN  The high-risk, high-reward Crazy Ivan 
also failed test 1 (unique) because it could be 
described by the newly-installed Declare (see p. 17) 
and the enduring high-engagement provoking play, 
Bait. As well, it embodied the variable of velocity as 
found in the Standard Factors system (see the 
infographic on p. 54). 
 
DISCO  Named after a 1970s dance-era debate trick, 
the Disco requires a focal player to make a concession or admission and then to revise its weakened stance 
— all to sacrifice credibility in order to gain it back. But for all its rhetorical elegance, the Disco was 
ultimately judged to be a two-part play, thus violating test 1 (unique). Different, however, from the Bear Hug 
or Crazy Ivan, the Disco doesn’t stand solely on the shoulders of other plays because it embodies the 
strategy of contrition, which no other incumbent play expresses. And while it borrows the Recast to effect 
its flourish, it houses a strategy quite critical to cornered or convicted actors, the play of apology. This 
finding is what precipitated the newcomer Concede, a renamed half-sibling of the Disco that shed the 
Recast and featured exclusively the strategy of contrition. The Disco survives as a compound play and a 
founding member of the superclass described on p. 26. But what is now understood about this one-step-
back, two-steps-forward ploy is that it is based on a pairing of a strategy it once masked, the now purified 
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and newly-vetted Concede, and one that it stood next to through two generations of influence strategy 
taxonomies, the long-recognized Recast. 
 
DRAFT  The copy-and-conquer strategy, Draft, also ran afoul of test 1 (unique) because it imitates the 
tenants of a sequenced play pair, Crowd and Preempt. Drafting describes a player’s imitation of a leader or 
its ideas (Crowd) and, ultimately their use, usually unauthorized (Preempt). Because physical movement 
most often defines a Draft (think of auto and bicycle racing), the play flirted with the requirements of test 4 
(intangibility). That Crowd and Preempt also support the above-described Bear Hug is coincidence but also 
indicative of the play’s complexity, not purity. 
 

A Superclass Emerges 

 
Excluding the Bear Hug, Crazy Ivan, Disco and Draft from the taxonomy introduced a riddle to curators of 
the taxonomy: If jilted plays are not discrete strategies are they strategies at all? And if not, what are they 
and what is their relationship to the 
taxonomy? Contrariwise, if they are 
based on influence plays don’t they still 
serve strategic functions of influence? 
In other words: Why throw the babies 
out with the bathwater? Why not look 
for their place in a broader system, 
perhaps in the form of a related 
framework, or in something entirely 
orthogonal? Below is background on 
the diagnosis and dilemma of 
compound plays and speculation on a 
superclass that might hold them: 
 
Serendipity often sparks discovery. From penicillin to Post-it® Notes, spilled beakers, gaffes and 
inconvenient observations have helped us see what we’ve overlooked or weren’t looking for.30 This has now 
happened twice in the evolution of the Playmaker System. The first involved Oracle Corporation’s CEO 
Larry Ellison when in 1995 the software billionaire blurted to a roomful of tech executives, “The PC is a 
ridiculous device.”31 His broadside marks not only a cornerstone of the cloud computing era but the 

                                                
30 Mental Floss, “24 Unintended Scientific Discoveries,” http://mentalfloss.com/article/53646/24-important-scientific-
discoveries-happened-accident 
31 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, pp. 17-20. 
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inspiration for the centerpiece of the Playmaker model, the Taxonomy of Influence Strategies. His play was 
part Call Out – to put over-priced, complicated and isolated personal computers on notice. And part Decoy 
– to put Oracle’s business databases on the minds of IT system buyers and the PC on the periphery. The 
second has led to a major new feature of Playmaker System 3. It occurred more recently when, as described 
on p. 25, the Bear Hug, Crazy Ivan, Disco and Draft were ejected from the very table they helped distinguish. 
 
At first blush, these exits were unwelcomed, not only by the architects of the ontology but because clients 
and students delighted in the use of these plays. But this could not eclipse the sheer fact that these 
influence strategies were based on more than one play. Testing and experience laid bare the reality that 
Bear Hugs and Drafts were built on Crowds and Preempts, that Crazy Ivans were dressed up Declares and 
Baits, and that the Disco required a Recast to be whole. As originally postulated in The Elements of 
Influence, they were understood to be compound plays. While in practice they appeared to work well with 
others, the fact that they were not themselves unique required their dismissal, at least from the taxonomy 
of influence strategies.32  
 
Over three generations, it has become commonplace for plays to enter and exit the taxonomy. An early play 
in System 1, called Leak, was removed from System 2 because its underlying characteristics were based 
more on attribution, exclusivity and transparency, each a variable in the subsystem of influence factors (see 
the infographic on p. 54).33 But the four stalwarts removed from the System 3 taxonomy were not based on 
variables; they were based on incumbent strategies and, more importantly, they bore a resemblance to 
three other populations of words and rhetoric – some small, some timeless – that provoked the image of a 
new class of influence plays: 
 
PLAY TYPE PAIRS  As first 
presented in The Elements of 
Influence,34 15 verbs and 
phrases, called play type pairs, 
demonstrated how discrete 
strategies could be combined 
to form and explain the 

                                                
32 Compound plays were first proposed as multi-part stratagems comprised by two or more discrete influence plays (e.g., 
Crowd, Preempt). They can also be thought of as harmonics for a kind of resonance that is accomplished through the 
combination of complementary plays. For example, the strategy of aggressive agreement, as represented by the Bear Hug, is 
based on the Crowd and Preempt. See Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing 
Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, pp. 26-27 (compound plays), pp. 292-293 
(harmonics). 
33 “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence – The Playmaker System 2.0,” white paper, Playmaker Systems, LLC, 2006, p. 23, 
http://www.playmakersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf 
34 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, pp. 271-272. 
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nature of common terms, usually verbs (see above-right). To Duck, as an example, was determined to be 
part Deflect, part Pass. To Join was a Bear Hug and Crowd. And to Spin was a combination of the Filter and 
Recast (see p. 44 for details). 
 
REJECTED PLAYS  Similar to 
the play pairs detailed above, 
various abandoned strategies 
from System 1 were 
constituted by vetted plays 
(see right).35 Bridge, an 
alternative term for changing 
the subject, is a Bear Hug-
Recast combination. Flop, as often seen in sports but also as used by influencers, is arguably a Decoy 
(formerly Red Herring), but in either case a strategy of diversion and misdirection. Finally, Smoke Out has 
the characteristics of the Bait and Challenge (see p. 44 for details). 
 
LOGICAL FALLACIES  The third and much larger group of play-like conventions did not come from the 
random speculations of Playmaker analysts but from Greek philosophers. It is the quirky corpus of logical 

                                                
35 “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence — The Playmaker System 2.0,” white paper, Playmaker Systems, LLC, 2006, pp. 29-
31, http://www.Playmakersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf  
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fallacies, the mistakes or rhetorical manipulations that confound logicians and fool the unwitting.36, 37 As 
detailed below, the common logical fallacy, Appeal to Authority attaches one player’s cause to some source 
of credible evidence — a plan or ploy that mimics the Project play. Begging the Question has a foreclosing 
quality that betrays its reliance on Preempt. Ambiguity, the fallacy of double-speak, is achieved through the 
diverting play, Decoy. The quirky Texas Sharpshooter is a fallacy of the inductive type that relies on self-
serving and self-selected information – form fit to the Filter. And like Bait, the black-or-white ploy called 
False Dichotomy forces a target to act against its self-interest. (See p. 46 for a more extensive list of 
selected annotated logical fallacies.) 
 
That logical fallacies are built on the backs of influence plays is a mixed blessing. It strengthens the case for 
a periodic table of influence by adding what we know to be a host of argumentation techniques, but it 
strengthens the cynical premise that the most basic elements of influence are not inherently noble. 
Rhetoric, when rationally or factually expressed, can be noble. But mistakes of rhetoric, can be self-serving if 
not altogether unethical, particularly when they are used to deceive or manipulate. This can’t mean that 
practitioners of influence users of flawed logic are disingenuous or self-serving. But it certainly means that 
the strategies available to them have consequence to their integrity, the interests they serve, and in many 
cases the laws, lessons and codes that regulate their work. 
 
Taken together, these four groups inspire the image of a new superstructure of plays – up to 253 discrete 
pairs – that draw from the 23 stratagems of the base taxonomy.38 Subsequent updates to The Playmaker 
Influence System are expected to develop and define this new structure.  

                                                
36 John Nolt, Achille Varzi and Dennis Rohatyn, Schaum’s Outline of Logic, 2nd Ed., New York: McGraw Hill, 1998. 
37 Kirby Mountain, “Errors of Rhetoric: Logical Fallacies,” http://www.kirbymountain.com/fallacies.html 
38 Using the formula n ((n-1)/2)) = x, where n is the number to choose from (23), r is the number to choose (2), and x is the 
number of possible unique pairs (253). 
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Solving Three Dilemmas 
 

Meaning Before Marketing: Why Six Plays Were Renamed 

 
Just as a tighter play criteria forces new efficiencies into the Playmaker Influence System, the renaming of 
colloquially-termed plays is intended to improve the taxonomy’s durability. 
 
In most engagements and lectures, clients and students of the Playmaker System develop attachments to 
plays, particularly those with off-beat but memorable names. Imagine a simulation where a gleeful team 
announces its intention to “run” the Crazy Ivan (of Systems 1 and 2). Or, better yet, an opponent’s delight to 
steal its thunder with a countering Trump (called Preempt in Systems 1 and 3). These emotional 
connections are important to the adoption of the system; they make it memorable and, accordingly, easier 
to learn and use. But they also impact the system’s credibility and durability. A fundamental ambition of the 
Playmaker System is to endure the eras, actors and technologies of our time – to offer a reliable, exhaustive 
and authoritative framework for reading, reacting to and managing rhetoric. With this being a foremost 
priority, six plays of System 3 were renamed.39 
 
LANTERN RENAMED DISCLOSE  Experience suggested that 
the Lantern play might benefit from a more literal tag. The 
moniker borrows an aging metaphor – to shine a light (or 
lantern) on a problem. And while the analogy is accurate it, like 
Fiat, requires too long a story to explain the strategy. The 
choice was to rename the play for the strategy of disclosure – 
hence, the new tag, Disclose.40-41 
 
MIRROR RENAMED REFLECT  The Mirror play animates the 
concept of reflection, so naturally it comes with an icon to 
match. But just as the unconventionally-named Lantern was 
believed to slow recognition of the play, the Mirror took too 
long to translate its underlying strategy. Oh, so if I hold up a 
mirror in front of someone, they’ll see what they really look 
like…Oh, and that will force them to accept who they really are... To repave this intellectual speed bump, 

                                                
39 Note: Were it not for the splitting of the Fiat into the Declare and Inform plays, the sans-spin staple of Systems 1 and 2 would 
likely have been given a name that is less reminiscent of the Italian car line. 
40 Chris Matthews, Hardball, How Politics is Played, Told by One Who Knows the Game, New York: Touchstone, 1988. 
41 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, pp. 155-167. 
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another verb that lies at the heart of the play – Reflect – was chosen as the play’s new name and to more 
clearly convey the meanings of the pressing play family to which this strategy belongs. 
 
RED HERRING RENAMED DECOY  From the field, it was 
learned that Red Herrings are well understood among 
debaters, fox hunters and, generally, the well-read. It is also a 
well establsihed term in the mergers and acquisitions niche of 
finance, though not as a method of diverson but as the name 
for a prospectus of an initial public offering.42 In any case, this 
fishy phrase was replaced with the more portable and enduring term, Decoy. 
 
SCREEN RENAMED PROJECT  This framing play has eluded 
many renaming attempts. It was originally dubbed Screen to 
describe what in hunting and ball sports, especially basketball, 
is a kind of wall that helps a player find better shooting 
opportunities.43 But the analogy proved to be too complicated 
and the term too obscure to grasp. As first defined, the Screen 
is to play with a prop. The borrowing of issues, ideas, events or symbols. But that is not the essence of the 
play. The stratagem’s most important characteristic is to strategically associate a focal player with some 
brand or likeness that it doesn’t naturally possess. Weeding through a plethora of alternatives, Project, was 
chosen as the Screen’s replacement.44 While in psychology projection is used to describe the imprinting of 
one person’s attributes or ideas onto another, the verb is believed to have broad enough application to 
serve as the Screen’s new name.45 
 
TRIAL BALLOON RENAMED TEST  Like Red Herring, the Trial 
Balloon received a decidedly more generic name, Test, which 
has no colloquial trappings but remains true to the parameters 
of the play. The original name was retained as a related term. 
 
TRUMP RENAMED PREEMPT  The play that in System 1 was 
called the Preempt and in System 2 was renamed the Trump has suffered an unstable identify. While it was 
retitled well before Donald Trump’s political ascendancy and meant to mimic the reversing ploy in the card 

                                                
42 Investopedia, “What is a Red Herring,” http://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/redherring.asp 
43 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, pp. 136-143 
44 Alternative names for the Screen strategy included, in alphabetical order, Adopt, Affiliate, Align, Ally, Ape, Appeal, Associate, 
Attach, Bond, Borrow, Brand, Connect, Echo, Equate, Glue, Invoke, Join, Knot, Lever, Link, Marry, Match, Prop, Refer, Relate, 
Shadow and Tie. 
45 Projection: Psychology, Encyclopeadia Britannica, Website, https://www.britannica.com/topic/projection-psychology 
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game of bridge (i.e., playing the trump card), the reality of Mr. 
Trump’s election to the U.S. presidency created a distraction. 
Indeed, as a candidate and president Mr. Trump has often run 
this play, in fact, quite often as part of his aggressive and chaotic 
strategy signature.46 But having to explain over and over that a 
trump is not exclusive to the businessman-turned-politician was 
problematic and, to the point of the system’s credibility, it has 
supported the appearance of a model that is built or based on fads and personalities. As with the Screen, a 
long list of synonyms was considered.47 In the end, the original term, Preempt, was applied.48  
 
EXCEPTIONS MADE  While Ping and Peacock are arguably colloquial, their names have been retained, 
either because no verbs have been identified as worthy replacements or that the terms are sufficiently well-
entrenched in the English language. As for the curiously-named Bear Hug, Crazy Ivan, Disco and Draft now 
transferred from the Playmaker taxonomy, their names will be retained while the formation of a superclass 
of compound plays is considered and tested (see p. 26 or details). 
 

Straight Talk: Solving the Information-Proclamation Puzzle 

 
From gentle teachers to fire and brimstone preachers, influencers share a common characteristic in their 
persuasive preferences: They like to tell us which way is up. Those keen to educate might be more 
compassionate than, say, those who want our soul, but all are prone to make pronouncements to advance 
their objectives. All are prone to run plays. 
 
In Systems 1 and 2, this need to opine was supported by the play called Fiat, a pressing play with relatively 
high transparency and the tagline, To say it, sans spin, and definition, The declaration of an idea, opinion, 
fact or information without interpretation. It was intended to animate the habit of influencers – especially 
PR and communications pros – to passively dispense factoids, public information-style, to media and other 
stakeholders. Along with the Pause and Pass, it came to be regarded as one of the system’s no-play plays 
due to its conspicuous lack of arm-twisting power. 
  

                                                
46 Examples of strategy signatures can be accessed at playmakersystems.com 
47 Alternative names for the Trump strategy included, in alphabetical order, Annex, Appropriate, Co-opt, Flip, Hijack, Invert, 
Leapfrog, Poach, Pirate, Prebut, Prebuttal, Spoil, Steal and Usurp. 
48 With the dissolution of the Preempt subclass, the term had become available. 
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But just as mariners differentiate waves and winds, it became clear that there are different and strategic 
ways to impart facts and information. What seemed to loom as an unaccounted concept was the notion of 
a proclamation, technically a Fiat, but a play more laden with motive. 
 
One enduring example demonstrates the problem: Speaking in 1959 at the United Nations, Soviet Premier 
Nikita Khrushchev famously pounded his shoe and seethed at western diplomats, “We will bury you.”49 
While Khrushchev’s words conformed technically to the sans-spin Fiat, his underlying message was more 
sinister – Watch your back. The raw rhetoric of a Cold War state leader was hardly without an agenda. His 
cloaked decree held obvious elements of bullying, caution, intimidation and danger – a far cry from any just-
the-facts public information officer. 
 
The Fiat, in other words, neither 
described the Premier’s motives nor 
other imperious intentions like a denial, 
demand, dare or threat. But did that 
justify a cleaving of the play? And if any 
was made, could the resulting entities 
meet the tests of the new influence 
strategy criteria? The answers were no. 
(See p. 23 for details.) A play called Deny 
could be explained through the merging 
of the Detach and Jam plays. Demand 
would be a product of the Challenge and Bait. And strategies bearing the names Dare or Threat would 
reveal the handiwork of Pings and Baits, among others. 
 
Finally, one viable concept emerged: The notion of a declaration. A play called declare was thought to have 
broad enough meaning that it could encompass Khrushchev-style rhetoric, stand as distinct from the 
information-only Fiat, and constitute a new member of the Playmaker taxonomy. 
 
As shown above, two decisions were made: (1) Reinforce the Fiat’s information-centric nature by combing 
out declaratives in the play’s Standard Guidance resource, reassign it to the low-engagement framing family, 
and rename the play Describe. To ensure its position and distinguish its function, add the following as 
related terms: advise, announce, brief, educate, inform, explain, read-out, recite, report and teach. (2) Using 
the Fiat iconography, form a derivative play called Declare and place it in the Fiat’s original position, as a 

                                                
49 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, p. 201. 
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high-transparency pressing play. Finally, to expand its applicability to the myriad dialects of strategy, add the 
following as related terms: dictate, gaslight, insist and mandate.50 
 

Separation Anxiety: Solving the Plays of Proximity and Association 

 
Over the decade-long life of the Playmaker System, much attention has been given to maneuvers of 
proximity and movement, particularly those that associate or separate players with or from other actors 
and symbols of a market. After all, in the matter of influence, who or what a person or organization is 
moving toward or running from has enormous impact on its ability to defend or advance an agenda. After 
all, what would a climate change advocate be without images of coastal flooding? Or, conversely, what 
would a climate change denier do without its caricatures of desperate tree-huggers? 
 
In Systems 1 and 2, two plays embraced the strategy of attachment: Crowd, which copies or mimics another 
player’s position, and Project (formerly Screen), which invokes another player’s attributes.51 But no play 
described a strategy of separation or disassociation (i.e., of players moving apart). This was an enduring 
concern among Playmaker analysts – that the system should recognize strategies of repudiation, such as 
these case examples of snubbing and shunning:52 
 
REPUDIATED REVEREND  During the 2008 presidential election 
campaign, Barack Obama was forced to repudiate his controversial pastor, 
Rev. Jeremiah Wright, for off-script acrimony and the infamous sound bite, 
“God damn America!” 
 
ROYAL REJECTION  In May 2009, French President Nicolas Sarkozy 
neglected to invite Queen Elizabeth II to observe the 65th anniversary of 
the D-Day landings, a likely snubbing to prevent his overshadowing. 
 
The result was the formulation of a new play called Reject, a controlling strategy in the Divert subclass of 
plays with the tagline, Repudiate to separate, and the definition, The disavowal of or distancing from a 
player, issue, idea, event or brand.  

                                                
50 As described in the section, Meaning Before Marketing: Why Six Plays Were Renamed, p. 29, the Fiat was also renamed to 
replace jargon with more readily-understood terminology. 
51 The Bear Hug and Draft can also be regarded as strategies that associate, but in System 3 these are recognized as compound 
plays (see p. 24 for details). 
52 Playmaker Systems, LLC, “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence – The Playmaker System 2.0,” white paper, Playmaker 
Systems, LLC, 2015, 31-32, http://www.playmakersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf 
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Considerations and Rejections 
 

Candidate Strategies 

 
Several candidate plays were considered for admission to the System 3 taxonomy (see table below). Some 
were holdovers from the deliberations of System 2. Others were recovered from the archives of 
workshops, simulations and research engagements. Most were rejected due to their inability to satisfy one 
or more of the four-part criteria (see p. 23) and because they exhibited the characteristics of pre-existing, 
vetted strategies of the Playmaker taxonomy. Analyses of seven of these prospects, including their 
derivative terms, are detailed below: 
 

Candidate Strategies 
Underlying Plays and Variables 

Play Play Play Variable(s) 
 
Conflate Decoy Project   

Confuse Jam Recast   

Dare Ping Declare Bait  
Deny Detach Jam   
Demand Challenge Bait   
Disagree Call Out Mirror   
Echo Partner Plant Proxy Amplification and Frequency 
Like Bear Hug Project   
Listen Pause   Standard Cycles of Influence53 

Present (to be) - - - - - - all plays except Pass - - - - -  
Query or Question Bait Deflect Mirror Ping 
Shun or Snub Reject    
Threaten Ping Declare   

 

 
CONTRAST or COMPARE (Non-Unique, Fails Test 1) As discussed in the section,  
 
Straight Talk: Solving the Information-Proclamation Puzzle, p. 32, communications professionals 
demonstrate a decided preference for plays that inform and create agreement — what in Playmaker terms 

                                                
53 Infographic, Evaluation of the Standard Cycles of Influence, Step 1, Playmaker Systems, LLC, 
http://www.playmakersystems.com/the-playmaker-system/standard-cycle-of-influence/ 
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are the Test, Describe, Project, Disclose, Concede and Challenge plays of the fit play clusters.54 (See p. 20 
for details.) 
 
This bias was evident when in 2014 an executive of a top-five global public relations consultancy shared that 
her firm’s method for building its clients’ competitive advantage relied on comparative techniques. More to 
the point, her agency was decidedly wary of programming and practices that prosecute a client’s position 
or point of view or in any overt way conveyed as aggressive, self-serving or, in fact, competitive. Use 
comparison, not argumentation, to beat the competition, was the policy in a nutshell, a stance that 
foreclosed its use of whole 
sections of the influence 
strategy spectrum, certainly at 
least any plays in the Confront 
class of the Playmaker 
taxonomy and its associated 
clusters of non-mutual 
influence strategies. 
 
Whatever the merits, the 
obedience to and interest in 
comparison as a method or 
means of influence raises an 
important question: Where in the Playmaker system is comparison, or perhaps its close cousin contrast, 
located? The answer is deduced through simple dissections of generic marketing programs. If, for example, 
a winemaker wants to compare (or contrast) its merlot with competing medium-bodied wines, it might be 
necessary to run a series of plays: First, the Project (formerly Screen), to attach the winemaker’s merlot to 
something more meaningful, like an award. Next, the Reflect (formerly Mirror) to promote specific superior 
attributes of the wine label, like a superior score, and, finally, the Ping or Declare to hint at or simply state 
the wine’s superior attributes. Comparison, in other words, is not a play so much as a process that requires 
the sequencing of influence strategies, albeit a specialized and self-limiting set. 
 
DARE or THREATEN (Failed Test 1: Unique)  To dare or threaten another player is to exhibit power and the 
presumed influence that goes with it. But three plays in the System 3 taxonomy describe this strategy: Bait, 
Ping and Fiat (now divided into Describe and Declare). To issue a dare is to taunt another, quite like the 
provocative play, Bait. And dares, which can be cryptic, point to the Ping. Is she or isn’t she daring me to do 
this? To threaten is quite similar but less subtle, which indicates the presence of the plain-speaking Declare. 

                                                
54 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, pp. 287-291. 
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DISAGREE (Failed Test 1: Unique)  To disagree is an act that can change a market, sometimes radically, 
because it shifts the competitive calculus of the setting, player positions and resultant play action. But as 
with the dare, above, two vetted strategies in the Playmaker taxonomy were judged to explain this strategy 
of dissent: Reflect (formerly named Mirror) and the newly-installed Reject (see p. 17). Disagreement 
typically comes with reasons, which describes the point of a Reflect play. And whether reasons are given or 
not, a player who disagrees is also refuting some point or principle – hence the Reject. 
 
ECHO (Failed Test 1: Unique)  A play that was considered and rejected in System 2 – Echo – was reviewed 
again when during a research engagement a client’s messages were observed to be repeated, and not 
directly, but through surrogates. Again, however, the candidate failed to qualify. The original finding still 
applies: “The strategy of a player repeating or passing along the play of another [is enticing to] system 
architects as the twitter-inspired phenomenon of re-tweeting [sweeps] social media. But the play [is] 
rejected on the basis that the act of echoing another play – deliberate or unwitting – is or must be the same 
play or a variant play run by a surrogate. By example, a Label play employed by a focal player and repeated 
by a surrogate might be a Label + Partner or a Label + Proxy.”55 As well, the ill-fated Echo was judged to be 
too closely associated with the variables of frequency and amplification. 
 
LISTEN (Failed Test 1: Unique)  For all the relevance that listening has to communications, marketing, sales 
and other forms of human interplay, particularly in the formation and execution of influence strategy, a play 
called Listen did not qualify for a position in the System 3 taxonomy. 56 In fact, there was motivation to 
recognize strategies of collaboration along the Condition-Control-Confront spectrum (formerly Assess-
Condition-Engage) due to the expressed concerns of symmetric communication advocates.57 But listening 
clearly overlaps the incumbent testing play, Pause, the strategy that waits and watches. As well, it is inherent 
in the first of four steps in the Cycles of Influence subsystem (see p. 12) where evaluation, research and 
reporting are undertaken. 
 
PRESENCE (Failed Test 1: Unique)  One advisor to the System 3 review suggested that a strategy called 
Presence could augment the taxonomy. She reasoned that the raw symbolic and sometimes pregnant 
attendance of a person or collective can exert a kind of ambient influence. This was a confounding concept 
to evaluate but because it was all too obvious. With the exception of the Pass, the concept of presence is 
demonstrated in all plays of the taxonomy, from the vague Test (formerly Trial Balloon) and Ping to overt 
Call Outs and Baits. 

                                                
55 Playmaker Systems, LLC, “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence – The Playmaker System 2.0,” white paper, Playmaker 
Systems, LLC, 2015, p. 30, http://www.playmakersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf 
56 Ram Charan, “The Discipline of Listening.” Harvard Business Review, June 21, 2012. 
57 Alan Kelly, “Dancing with the Giant: The Playmaker Influence Decision System – Challenging the Symmetric Paradigm with an 
Industry-Tested Periodic Table of Influence Strategies,” International Journal of Communication 7, 2013, 3, Feature 1–20. 
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QUERY or QUESTION (Failed Test 1: Unique)  Just as listening was explored for its unique, strategic 
potential, the notions of querying and questioning were examined for their admission to the System 3 
edition. What motivated their review was a challenge principally from communications scholars to 
incorporate strategies of information and education into the Playmaker theory. Such an addition pointed to 
the possibility of a new subclass, a neighbor of the probing plays Test, Ping and Pause. What eventually 
prevented their entrance, however, was the observation that a player’s queries or questions can be found in 
multiple plays, notably the Ping, Deflect, Reflect and Bait and, perhaps more important, the newly-installed 
strategy family called Probe (see p. 15 for details). 
 

Candidate Concepts 

 
Two provocative concepts were considered for System 3, both of which had shape-shifting potential on the 
evolving Taxonomy. Below are details of the deliberations and ultimate rejections: 
 
ELEMENTS OF ABUNDANCE  Borrowing from the jargon of enterprise IT marketers, two plays seemed to 
be always on, the Filter and Recast. Influencers, after all, are perpetually editing and sorting the information 
and facts at their disposal. So the questions were considered: Do Filter and Recast deserve more prominent 
treatments or positions in the Playmaker framework? Should the system be organized to reflect their 
obvious abundance? The eventual conclusion was no, for two reasons. First, the Filter-Recast duo – 
however prevalent – is only another grouping or cluster of plays (e.g., counter intuitive, fit, friction, lure and 
pivot plays, see p. 20 for details). Second, while frequency of use might deserve out-sized consideration in 
strategy and planning, Filter and Recast, perhaps like hydrogen and helium in nature, are in fact mere peers 
in their respective periodic tables.58 In other words, when it comes to ontologies, tables, taxonomies, etc., 
size or scale doesn’t matter. 
 
THE TWO-WAY STREET  Advocates of two-way symmetric theory and reputation management contend 
that any framework which overarches or somehow includes communication should accommodate 
strategies of mutuality and education, essentially normative or value-based plays, to augment or offset what 
are clearly positive or objective strategies in the existing system.59 These requirements were partially met in 
2010 when approximately 120 collaborative recommendations were added to Standard Guidance, the 
resource of options, tips and best practices that elucidate the application of each play in the Playmaker 
system. Reacting to the supplement, one scholar still wished for “collaborative plays” in the taxonomy – 

                                                
58 Jefferson Lab, Science Education, “10 Most Abundant Elements in the Universe,” education.jlab.org/glossary/abund_uni.html 
59 Alan Kelly, “Dancing with the Giant: The Playmaker Influence Decision System – Challenging the Symmetric Paradigm with an 
Industry-Tested Periodic Table of Influence Strategies,” International Journal of Communication 7, 2013, Feature 1–20. 
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strategies that informed and, even more, served a common benefit between influencer and influencee.60 
This was a tall order because the Playmaker model vies to explain and organize strategies of influence first 
and recommend them second. Outside the sans-spin play, Fiat of Systems 1 and 2, it prompted a basic 
question: Are mutuality or education a criterion or strategy, respectively, of influence strategy? 
 
To meet this challenge, Playmaker analysts considered such concepts as description, instruction, 
illustration, teaching and other synonyms of the educational process. In one iteration of the evolving 
System 3 table, two plays – Show and Tell – were provisionally formulated and placed under two new 
subclasses, Inquire and Inform that, in turn, supported and a new class called Prepare. It proved 
unworkable. What prevented their adoption was a failure of either Show or Tell to satisfy the first test of 
the influence strategy criteria (Unique) and that no other plays in the influence taxonomy could be 
justifiably relocated to the contemplated Inquire and Inform subclasses. If this structure was to be adopted, 
it would present an ontological problem insofar as full-fledged subclasses would be populated by only single 
plays.61 
 
Simply put, they were too similar, both to each other and the Fiat, whose substance as noted earlier would 
be used to populate in the System 3 taxonomy a low-engagement and education-based play called Describe 
(see p. 17 for details). In as much as communicators – members of the influence industries – define their 
work as information-based and mutual, this exercise suggests that communications is presented in 
idealistic, not realistic terms.62 
 
While it may present as a gratuity to symmetrists, mutuality has been recognized in System 3 as a cluster of 
plays that include Test, Describe, Project, Disclose, Concede and Challenge (see p. 20). The Disco and Draft, 
now candidates for a forming superclass of influence strategies are also recognized as mutual or high-fit 
plays. 

  

                                                
60 Multiple meetings and conversations, from 2012 to 2017, between Playmaker CEO Alan Kelly and Professor Craig Carroll of 
the Observatory on Corporate Reputation. 
61 Ibid. 21, According to Dr. Barry Smith of the University of Buffalo, it is a sign of an ontology’s strength, though not a 
requirement, when more than one sibling element of a lower-order strata sit beneath a single high-order parent. 
http://www.buffalo.edu/cas/philosophy/faculty/faculty_directory/smith-b.html 
62 Alan Kelly, “Dancing with the Giant: The Playmaker Influence Decision System – Challenging the Symmetric Paradigm with an 
Industry-Tested Periodic Table of Influence Strategies,” International Journal of Communication 7, 2013, Feature 1–20 
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Postscript: Telling the Truth 
 
Spin is not an adored term in the industries of influence. 
Neither are its antecedents: hyperbole, rhetoric and, least of all, 
propaganda. To attach these to the plans and programs of 
advertisers, branders, communicators, social media strategists, 
marketers, salespeople, politicos, information warfighters and 
others is to position their work as a form of manipulation. “Spin 
is not what I do,” they’ll tell you. Storytelling, authentic 
engagement, stakeholder engagement, reputation 
management, brand citizenship, corporate diplomacy, public 
diplomacy, public communication, public interest 
communication, public information, and information 
operations are their preferred competencies. And outcomes 
(as opposed to outputs and outtakes that media metrics 
aficionados belabor) like authenticity, behavior, engagement 
and trust are, they insist, what they’re really after.63, 64 
 
This is to say that the expanding body of practicing influencers rely on a turntable of euphemisms to 
beautify and ennoble their deeds and deliverables because, simply put, influence is neither pretty nor noble. 

It is only necessary. It is vital to the defense of a position, presentation of a point of view, curation of a 
brand, selling of a product, campaigning for a vote, and the defeat of fake news. As described in The 
Elements of Influence, the strategic application of influence is a critical discipline by which politicos, CEO, 
NGOs, activists, evangelists and particularly terrorists defend and drive their agendas – the discipline we call 
influence strategy.65 
 
Accordingly, influencers beautify their purpose: To advance the interests of a client, company or 
constituency. They are quick to point out that it can be done with mutual intent, as with a win-win voter 
registration or fire prevention program.66, 67 But, privately, they will concede that the cunning of Sun Tzu or 
the zero-sum mentality of Machiavelli are part of their game, too, and whatever the motive, influence is 

                                                
63 James Macnamara, “Evaluating public communication: Exploring new models, standards and best practices,” Abingdon, UK: 
Routledge, 2007. 
64 James Macnamara, “Public Relations and Post-Communication: Applying design thinking, emergence and Theory U to address 
a paradox in public communication,” University of Technology Sydney. 
65 Alan Kelly, The Elements of Influence: The New Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz, New 
York: Dutton, 2006 and Plume, 2007, p. 37. 
66 “James Grunig, “Excellence Theory - The Two-Way Symmetrical Model of Communication,” Sept. 2014, 
https://excellencetheory.wordpress.com/2013/09/27/the-two-way-symmetrical-model-of-communication/ 
67 Ad Council, “Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires,” https://smokeybear.com/en 
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practiced against the explicit requirement to retain or advance the relative competitive position of an 
influencer, be it a stem cell startup or a terrorist cell. 68, 69 
 
Perhaps for these reasons, comparisons of transparency in the influence industries and other fields are 
stark. Constructs like the periodic table of chemical elements, the phylogenetic tree, and organizing 
systems as found in music, color, wine, weather and grammar have evolved largely because the experts they 
support wanted them there. 70 Even if they describe unpleasant realities — like radioactive isotopes, 
venomous snakes, atonal chords, or the world’s ugliest color, opaque couché — these things neither sully 
the nuclear scientist, herpetologist, musician or graphic designer nor ascribe to them ill-gotten motives. 71, 72 
But a periodic table for the influence industries, such as what this paper describes, reveals the inherent self-
interest of salespeople, marketers, advertisers, PR agencies and stumping candidates. Worse, it gives clues 
to how they do it. And that’s why influence as practiced in its many attendant forms is a slow-motion forced 
march of self-reflection. Consider two examples: 
 
SWEET STUFF  Soda makers are keen to position their cola brands as salves to social 
division.73 They accomplish this by way of an influence strategy called Project formerly 
Screen), a framing play that borrows feel-good issues, ideas, events or symbols to build 
and burnish their brands. But soft drinks are sugar-sweet and all too often a target in 
the rising obesity crisis. To side-step the blame, they employ, among other strategies, 
the Deflect, a play of diversion that buys beverage companies the time they need to sell 
their embellished stories. The Project is reasonable and happily acknowledged for its use. The Deflect is not 
because deception lies at its core. 
 
FAKE STUFF  A political candidate bravely promises to rid his country of liberal excess. 
His play is a Challenge to the electorate — Let’s do this! But to mobilize his base, the 
politician frames news media as a public enemy and a principle cause of the problems 
he aims to fix. By way of the Label, he brands the free press as fake and in so doing, 
disables the very institution that might hold him in check. As with a cola maker’s 

                                                
68 Harvey Mansfield, “Niccolò Machiavelli, Italian Statesman and Writer,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Niccolo-Machiavelli  
69 Joshua J. Mark, “Sun-Tzu: Definition,” Ancient History Encyclopedia, Jan. 2013, http://www.ancient.eu/Sun-Tzu/ 
70 Munsell Color, “How Color Notation Works,” X-Rite, Inc., http://munsell.com/about-munsell-color/how-color-notation-
works/ 
71 Wikipedia, “Atonality,” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atonality 
72 Candy Lang, “This is the World's Ugliest Color — And it Has an Important Job,” Time Magazine, June 1, 2016, 
http://time.com/4353765/worlds-ugliest-color-discourages-smoking/ 
73 Rebecca Nicholson, “From Coke’s Flower Power to Kendall Jenner’s Pepsi Ad– How Ads Co-Opt Protest,” The Guardian, April 
5, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/apr/05/from-cokes-flower-power-to-kendall-jenners-pepsi-ad-how-ads-
co-opt-protest 
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campaign, the politician’s plays are a mixture of altruistic and cynical strategies. Not exactly noble, but a raw 
necessity in rough and tumble capitalism and democracy. 
 
That the advertising, branding and public relations industries boast upward of $6 billion in global annual 
sales on five percent year-to-year growth is certain proof that this handiwork is growing in scale and 
sophistication – a good reason for the sincere disinterest by its practitioners in transparency.74, 75, 76, 77 

  

                                                
74 eMarketer.com, “Worldwide ad spending growth revised downward,” April 6, 2016, 
https://www.emarketer.com/Article/Worldwide-Ad-Spending-Growth-Revised-Downward/1013858 
75 eMarketer.com, “Advertisers Will Spend Nearly $600 Billion Worldwide in 2015,” Dec. 10, 2014, 
https://www.emarkerer.com/Article/Advertisers-Will-Spend-Nearly-600-Billion-Worldwide-2015/1011691 
76 Arun Sudhaman, “Global PR Industry Hits $14bn in 2016 As Growth Slows to 5%,” Holmes Report, April 25, 2016, 
https://www.holmesreport.com/research/article/global-pr-industry-hits-$14bn-in-2016-as-growth-slows-to-5 
77 Alan Kelly, “Saving Arthur Page: Telling the Truth About PR,” Playmaker’s Blog, Playmaker Systems, LLC, Sept. 6, 2016, 
http://www.Playmakersystems.com/Playmakers-blog/saving-arthur-page-telling-the-truth-about-pr/ 
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Appendix 
 

Disqualified Plays 

 

VERY OR PHRASE SUPPORTING PLAY(S) SUPPORTING VARIABLE(S) 

To AmplifyB    Frequency/Volume 
To Avoid (duck)A Reject Deflect Pass  
To Bear HugE Crowd Preempt   
To BorrowA Project Draft   
To BridgeB Recast Bear Hug   
To ConflateF Project Decoy   
To Confess (come clean)A Disclose Disco   
To ConfuseF Recast Jam   
To Crazy IvanE Declare Preempt Bait Velocity 
To DareF Ping Bait   
To DenyF Reject Jam   
To DemandF Challenge Bait   
To DisagreeF Reflect Call Out   
To DiscoE Recast Concede   
To DraftE Crowd Preempt   
To EchoD, F Partner Plant Proxy Amplification/Frequency 
To ExposeA Reflect Call Out   
To FanB    Frequency/Volume 
To FloodB    Frequency 
To FlopB Decoy Peacock Pass  
To FightA Challenge Crazy Ivan   
To (walk the) Gang PlankB Challenge Declare Bait  
To JoinA Crowd Bear Hug   
To Keep UpA Crowd Draft   
To LeakC    Attribution/Exclusivity/Transparency 
To LikeD, F Project Bear Hug   
To ListenF Pause   Standard Cycles of Influence78 
To MinimizeA Reject Declare Pass  
To One-UpA Challenge Preempt Call Out  
To PeckB Inform Declare  Frequency 

                                                
78 Infographic, Evaluation of the Standard Cycles of Influence, Step 1. Playmaker Systems, LLC, 
http://www.playmakersystems.com/the-playmaker-system/standard-cycle-of-influence/ 
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To be PresentF All, excl. Pass    
To Query/QuestionF Deflect Reflect Bait  
To Rationalize (spin)A Filter Recast   
To Reveal (expose)A Reflect Call Out   
To ReverseA Jam Preempt   
To Shun (snub)D, F Reject    
To Smoke OutB Challenge Bait Crazy Ivan  
To SuggestA Test Ping   
To TellA Describe Declare   
To Threaten D, F Ping Declare Bait  
 
A. Cited play type pair (The Elements of Influence, p. 272) 
B. Considered/rejected play (System 1 design, 200679) 
C. Removed play (System 2 review, 2006) 
D. Considered/rejected play (System 2 review, 2012) 
E. Removed play (System 3 review, 2017) 
F. Considered/rejected play (System 3 review, 2017) 
 

 
 
  

                                                
79 Playmaker Systems, LLC, “White Paper: An Evolution in Influence – The Playmaker System 2.0,” white paper, Playmaker 
Systems, LLC, 2015, http://www.playmakersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/SSIS_2.0_Whitepaper_vZi.pdf  
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Annotated Logical Fallacies 

 
Below are selected logical fallacies drawn from four published sources. Often called mistakes of logic, 
emphasis is given to those examples that feature deception in their argument (as opposed to unwitting 
mistakes). Each is accompanied by a description, example and annotations of the alpha and beta plays (i.e., 
the operative and supporting strategies) that constitute the given example. In most cases, beta plays are 
shown as sequences. The purpose of these analyses is to demonstrate how the Playmaker taxonomy can be 
used as a tool to decode and diagnose logical fallacies and, through this exercise, to better understand the 
purposes and functions of compound influence strategies. 
 

NAME OF FALLACY DESCRIPTION, EXAMPLE AND PLAY ANNOTATIONS  

Fallacies of Relevance 

 
Ad Hominem 

 
Description: Attacking the person making the argument, rather than the argument itself, 
when the attack on the person is completely irrelevant to the argument the person is 
making. 
  
Example: My opponent suggests that lowering taxes will be a good idea – this is coming 
from a woman who eats a pint of Ben and Jerry’s each night! 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Call Out (CT) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Project (PJ) -> Filter (FT) -> Call Out (CT) 
 

 
Appeal to Authority 

 
Description: Saying that because an authority says something, it must therefore be true. 
 
Example: Not able to defend his position – that evolution isn’t true – Bob said that he 
knew a scientist who also questions evolution. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Project (PJ) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Pass (PS) -> Decoy (DE) -> Project (PJ) 
 

 
Appeal to Purity 
aka, No True Scotsman 

 
Description: Making an appeal to purity as a way to dismiss relevant criticisms or flaws 
of an argument. 
 
Example: As Lachlan proceeded to put sugar on his porridge, Angus declared that no 
true Scotsmen would put sugar on his porridge. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Declare (DC) 
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Supporting-Beta Plays: Project (PJ) -> Ping (PG) 
 

 
Genetic Fallacy 

 
Description: Judging something good or bad on the basis of where or whom it comes 
from. 
 
Example: Accused in the news of corruption and taking bribes, the senator said that we 
should all be very wary of the things we hear in the media because we all know how very 
unreliable media can be. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Ping (PG) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Recast (RC) + Ping (PG) 
 

 
Guilt by Association 
aka, Poisoning the Well 

 
Description: The attempt to repudiate a claim by attacking not the claim’s proponent, 
but the company he or she keeps. 
 
Example: John advocates fluoridation of the city water supply. John spends much of his 
free time hanging around with known criminals, drug addicts and deviants. Therefore, 
we should not fluoridate the city water supply. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Call Out (CT) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Describe (DC) -> Reflect (RR) -> Recast (RC) -> Declare (DC) 
 

 
Nocebo 
 

 
Description: Dismissing a claim by accusing the person making it of being manipulated 
by or suggestible to the agendas of others. 
 
Examples: Wendy started getting migraines after nearby wind turbines began operating. 
George, the company supervisor, said it was only because she had read of similar claims 
promoted by fossil fuel-funded websites and that her doctor was only encouraging her 
belief. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Reflect (RR) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Describe (DC) -> Preempt (PE) -> Recast (RC) 
 

 
Tu Quoque 
aka, You too? 
 

 
Description: Avoiding criticism by turning it back on the accuser – answering criticism 
with criticism. 
 
Example: Nicole identified that Hannah had committed a logical fallacy, but instead of 
addressing the substance of her claim, Hannah accused Nicole of committing a fallacy 
earlier in the conversation. 
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Operative-Alpha Play: Decoy (DE) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Project (PJ) -> Decoy (DE) 
 

Circular Reasoning 

 
Begging the Question 

 
Description: A circular argument, in which the conclusion is included in the premise. 
 
Example: Public nudity is immoral because it is just plain wrong. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Preempt (PE) 
 
Supporting-Beta Play: Recast (RC) 
 

 
Loaded Question 

 
Description: Asking a question that has an assumption built into it so that it can’t be 
answered without appearing guilty. 
 
Example: Grace and Helen were both romantically interested in Brad. One day, with Brad 
sitting within earshot, Grace asked in an inquisitive tone whether Helen was still having 
problems with her drug habit. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Call Out (CT) 
 
Supporting-Beta Play: Ping (PG) 
 

Semantic Fallacies 

 
Ambiguity 

 
Description: Using double meanings, ambiguities of language, or equivocation, which 
weakens the conclusions or defies being pinned down. 
 
Example: When the judge asked the defendant why he hadn’t paid his parking fines, he 
that he shouldn’t have to pay them because the sign said, “Fine for parking here,” and so 
he naturally presumed that it would be fine to park there. 

 
Operative-Alpha Play: Decoy (DE) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Recast (RC) -> Jam (JM) 
 

 
Fallacy Fallacy 

 
Description: Presuming a claim to be necessarily wrong because a fallacy has been 
committed in the argument. 
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Example: Recognizing that Amanda had committed a fallacy in arguing that we should 
each healthy food because a nutritionist said it was popular, Alyse said we should 
therefore eat bacon double cheeseburgers every day. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Call Out (CT) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Reflect (RR) 
 

 
Straw Man 

 
Description: Misrepresenting someone’s argument to make it easier to attack. 
 
Example: After Democrats said that we should put more money into health and 
education, Republicans expressed surprise at their hate for the country and their 
willingness to leave it defenseless by cutting military spending. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Preempt (PE) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Recast -> Declare (DC) 
 

Inductive Fallacies 

 
Burden of Proof 

 
Description: Saying that the burden of proof lies not with the person making the claim, 
but with someone else to disprove the claim. 
 
Example: Bertrand declared that a teapot is, at this very moment, in orbit around the 
Sun, between Earth and Mars, and that because no one can prove him wrong, his claim 
is therefore valid. 
 
Operative/Alpha Play: Declare (DC) 
 
Supporting/Beta Plays: Filter (FT) + Recast (RC) 
 

 
False Cause 

 
Description: Presuming that a real or perceived relationship between things means that 
one is the cause of the other. 
 
Example: Pointing to a fancy chart, Roger demonstrated how temperatures have been 
rising over the past few centuries, while at the same time the numbers of pirates have 
been decreasing. Thus, he concluded, pirates cool the world and global warming is a 
hoax. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Reflect (RR) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Describe (DR) -> Recast (RC) 
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Hasty Generalization Description: Inferring a conclusion about an entire class of things from inadequate 
knowledge of some of its members. 
 
Example: Last month I wrecked by car. The Monday before that my furnace broke. 
Therefore, bad things always happen to me on Mondays. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Declare (DC) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Describe (DR) -> Recast (RC) 
 

 
Texas Sharpshooter 
 

 
Description: Cherry-picking data clusters to suit an argument, or finding a pattern to fit 
a presumption. 
 
Example: Soft drink makers point to research that of the five countries where they sell 
the most branded sodas, three of them are in the top-ten healthiest countries. 
Therefore, soft drinks are healthy. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Filter (FT) 
 
Supporting-Beta Play: Project (PJ) -> Declare (DC) 
 

Fallacies of False Premises 

 
False Dichotomy 
aka, Black or White 
Syndrome 

 
Description: Where two alternative states are presented as the only or exclusive 
possibilities, when in fact more possibilities exist, both possibilities may co-exist, and/or 
neither may be valid. 
 
Example: While rallying support for his plan to fundamentally undermine citizens’ rights, 
the Supreme Leader told the people they were either on his side or they were on the 
side of the enemy. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Bait (BT) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Challenge (CH) -> Reflect (RR) 
 

 
Middle Ground 

 
Description: Saying that a compromise, or middle point, between two extremes must be 
the truth. 
 
Example: Holly said that vaccinations caused autism in children, but her scientifically 
well-read friend, Caleb, said that this claim had been debunked. Their friend, Alice, 
offered a compromise that vaccinations must cause some autism, just not all autism. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Concede (CC) 
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Supporting-Beta Plays: Reflect (RR) -> Reject (RJ) -> Recast (RC) 
 

 
Projection 
 

 
Description: Assuming someone or something has the same characteristics as you. 
 
Example: We are all surrounded by Narggles (sic). These are spiritual beings who help us 
through life. We know they exist because they are the ones that give us the confidence 
to move forward in a decision. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Declare (DC) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Describe (DR) -> Preempt (PE) 
 

 
Reduction to Absurdity 
aka, Reductio ad 
Absurdum 
 
 

 
Description: A mode of argumentation or a form of argument in which a proposition is 
disproven by following its implications logically to an absurd conclusion. 
 
Example: I am going into surgery tomorrow, so please pray for me. If enough people 
pray for me, God will protect me. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Challenge (CH) 
 
Supporting-Beta Play: Test (TT) -> Declare (DC) 
 

 
Slippery Slope 

 
Description: Asserting that if we allow A to happen, then Z will consequently happen 
too, therefore A should not happen. 
 
Example: A local lawmaker asserted that if we allow same-sex couples to marry, then 
the next thing we know we’ll be allowing people to marry their parents, their cars and 
even monkeys. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Test (TT) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Test (TT) -> Filter (FT) -> Declare (DC) 
 

 
Special Pleading  
 

 
Description: Moving the goalposts, or asserting exception or new conditions when a 
claim is shown to be false. 
 
Example: Edward claimed to be a psychic, but when his abilities were tested under 
proper scientific conditions they disappeared. Edward explained this saying that one 
had to have faith in his abilities for them to work. 
 
Operative-Alpha Play: Decoy (DE) 
 
Supporting-Beta Plays: Declare (DC) -> Reflect (RR) -> Reject (RJ) 
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Sources: 

1. John Nolt, Achille Varzi and Dennis Rohatyn, Schaum’s Outline of Logic, 2nd Ed., New York: McGraw Hill, 1998. 
2. Jesse Richardson, Andy Smith, Som Meaden and Flip Creative, “Your Logical Fallacy is,” https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com 
3. Kirby Mountain, “Errors of Rhetoric: Logical Fallacies,” http://www.kirbymountain.com/fallacies.html 
4. Logically Fallacious, “The Ultimate Collection of Over 300 Logical Fallacies,” 

https://www.logicallyfallacious.com/tools/lp/Bo/LogicalFallacies/230/Fantasy-Projection 
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Cover Art Key: Plays of the Players 
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Infographics: Playmaker System, Taxonomy and Glossary 
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Taxonomy of Influence Plays: Three Generations 
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About Playmaker Systems 
 
YOU RUN PLAYS. PLAYS ARE RUN ON YOU. Influence is a game of moves and countermoves. In every 
industry, profession, region, government and culture. A blur of social strategies that position, re-position 
and de-position people, organizations and their offered brands and points of view. For a few, it's instinctive. 
For most, it's a learned and necessary skill. 

Playmaker knows this game. Precisely. We give analysts, strategists and students of 
influence the training, tools and techniques to decode, counter and control the plays and 
players of their markets. From friendly allies to covert competitors. From newsmakers 
to propagandists. From CEOs to politicos. From activists to terrorists. 

Our touchstone is like no other – the Taxonomy of Influence Strategies as first 
described by Founder & Chief Executive Alan Kelly in his landmark book, The 
Elements of Influence (Dutton/Plume). It’s the centerpiece of a patented and proven 
decision system that pinpoints, prescribes and predicts the moves of your market.  

Our standard-setting services and software, including Play Action Map™, Playmaker Academy™, Playmaker 
Wargame™, Playcaller App™ and ChopTalk™ have been tested and adopted by Fortune 500 companies, 
including Abbott, AbbVie, Bayer, Dell, GSK, HP, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Intel, Pandora Media, Royal 
Dutch Shell, SAP and VMware, and taught at The George Washington University Graduate School of 
Political Management and USC Annenberg School for Communication. 

For more information, visit www.playmakersystems.com or www.facebook.com/PlaymakerSystems, follow 
@playmakeralan or email info@playmakersystems.com. 

 


